QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DOCTORS/MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS ENGAGED IN THE PROCESS OF TEST TUBE BABY (TTB):

BY SRI GOBIND LAL, RESEARCH SCHOLAR FOR Ph. D. IN LAW UNDER GAUHATI UNIVERSITY

Respected Sir/Madam,

I am doing research work on Test Tube Baby (TTB) involving various LEGAL ASPECTS and to complete the same, I humbly solicit your valuable views to the following questions. For this act of your kindness and obligation, I shall remain ever grateful.

Yours faithfully,

(GOBIND LAL)

MAY YOU PLEASE INTRODUCE YOURSELF AND STATE:

Your Name: .........................................................., Age: ............. Years.

Educational Qualification: ..........................................................

Religion: .........................................................., Profession: ...........................................

Native Place: ..........................................................................................................................

Marital Status: Married/Unmarried; Widow/Widower; or Divorcee.
Specialist/Expert in : ......................................................................................

Name of Institution : ...........................................................................................
in which engaged.

Institution is owned/managed by : Self :: Private :: Government.
(Please indicate as applicable).

QUESTIONS

Q. 1(a) : How long have you been in this Institution?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(b) : How long have you been trying/producing Test Tube Babies?

Ans. : ........................................................................................................

Q. 2(a) : What is yearly rate of TTB cases in your Institution?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(b) : How many TTB cases have come here in each year till now?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(c) : How many TTB cases were planted in each year till now?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(d) : How many TTB cases were successful in each year till now?

Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(e) : How long had each couple desiring TTB been married?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................
(f) : What are the names and addresses of successful TTB cases?
Ans. :

(g) : What problems did the couple face in above cases?
Ans. :

(h) : How many TTB cases have been tried in your Institution?
Ans. :

(i) : How many TTB cases have you tried yourself and how many were successful?
Ans. : Tried: .................................................. Successful: ....................

(j) : Who did the FIRST TTB CASE in the WORLD, when and where?
Ans. :

(k) : Who did the FIRST TTB CASE IN INDIA, when and where?
Ans. :

(l) : How many TTB cases have been done in India and where?
Ans. :

Q.3(a) : What type of Equipment/Set-up is required for doing TTB?
Ans. :

(b) : What is the approximate cost of the Equipment/Set-up?
Ans. : Rs. ..............................................................

(c) : Do you have complete Set-up in your Institution?...... Yes/No.
Ans. : ..............................................................
(d) : Which are other countries except India where TTB cases are being done?
Ans. : .................................................................

(e) : Which are the countries having the latest/advance technology for the process/system of TTB?
Ans. : .................................................................

(f) : What is the rate of percentage of successful TTB cases in the WORLD?
Ans. : .................................................................

(g) : What is the rate of percentage of successful TTB cases in India?
Ans. : .................................................................

(h) : What is the rate of percentage of successful TTB cases in your Institution?
Ans. : .................................................................

Q.4(a) : Who is entitled/authorised to try/take up/do TTB cases?
Ans. : .................................................................

(b) : Is any special qualification/training required for doing TTB cases?.... Yes/No.
Ans. : .................................................................

(c) : If yes, what is it and where is it acquired?
Ans. : .................................................................

(d) : Who selects the person for such specialisation/training?
Ans. : .................................................................

(e) : What is the duration and cost for the same?
Ans. : Duration : .......... Years ....... Months; Cost : Rs. ..........
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(g): Did you have any training for doing TTB cases? .... Yes/No.
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(h): If yes, when and where?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(i): What was the cost of such training and who had borne?
Ans.: Rs. ........................................................; Borne by : Institution/Government/Self.

Q.5(a): Which type of cases do you select for TTB?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(b): How much is the time required for successful TTB?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(c): How much is the cost involved for begetting TTB?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

Q.6(a): Do you maintain record of all TTB cases? ...... Yes/No.
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(b): Is the record confidential? ......................... Yes/No.
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(c): Who is entitled to see and/or verify the record?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................

(d): Should TTB be allowed to know his/her biological origin ?
Ans.: ................................................................................................................................ Yes/No.
Q. 7(a) : What generally is the couple afraid of begetting TTB?

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(b) : Do the couples begetting TTB request to keep their case confidential/secret?.....

Yes/No.

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(c) : Do the couples begetting TTB worry about the status of their child (TTB)?....

Yes/No.

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(d) : Do the couples begetting TTB worry about the cost involved therein?........

Yes/No.

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(e) : Do you do some TTB cases free of cost?.............. Yes/No.

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(f) : How many cases have you done free of cost till now?

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(g) : What are the names and addresses of the couples of which you have done TTB cases free of cost?

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

(h) : What are the names and places of the Doctors doing TTB cases in India?

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................

Q. 8(a) : What according to you is the concept of TTB?

Ans. : ..........................................................................................................................
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(b) : What are the modes/methods for successful TTB?
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(c) : Which mode/method do you follow for successful TTB?
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

Q. 9(a) : Is the society in your locality responding positively in favour of TTB?
Yes/No.
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(b) : Should begetting TTB be encouraged in India? ................. Yes/No.
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(c) : Is there any possibility of abuse of process/system of begetting TTB? Yes/No.
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(d) : If yes, what is the possibility of such abuse?
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(e) : If so, how to overcome such abuse?
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(f) : Should the system of DONOR FATHER, SURROGATE MOTHER and EGG DONORS for TTB be encouraged in India? Yes/No.
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................

(g) : Would the aforesaid system create some LEGAL COMPLICATIONS like: Share in property, Biological origin, Maintenance, Citizenship, Status, Etc. of TTB? Yes/No.
Ans. : ...........................................................................................................................................
(h) : If yes, how to overcome such complications?

Ans. : .................................................................

Q.10(a): Should Private Institutions in India be allowed to continue doing TTB cases as they like? ....... Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................

(b) : Is the process/system of doing TTB cases uniform in all the Institutions in India? ....... Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................

(c) : If no, do you think the necessity of bringing uniformity in process/system of doing TTB cases in India? ....... Yes/No.

(d) : If yes, how to bring uniformity in the said process/system?

Ans. : .................................................................

Q.11(a): Would you give due status to TTB in your community? .............. Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................

(b) : Would Indian Society give due status to TTB? ................. Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................

(c) : If no, do you think the necessity of Law to control and/or preserve the STATUS OF TTB in India? ........... Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................

(d) : Do you know any country having Law relating to TTB? .............. Yes/No.

Ans. : .................................................................
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(e) : If yes, which is the country and what is the Law for TTB?
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

(f) : Do you think the necessity of enacting Law relating to TTB in India? ........
Yes/No.
Ans. : ........................................................................................................

Place : ................................................ SIGNATURE
AND
Date : ................................................ SEAL IF ANY

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR SPARING YOUR PRECIOUS TIME SIR/MADAM

(GOBIND LAL)
RESEARCH SCHOLAR FOR Ph. D. IN LAW
UNDER GAUHATI UNIVERSITY : GUWAHATI.
GUIDE : Dr H. N. KALITA : GUWAHATI.